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Abstract 

With the rapid development of the global economy, the Chinese market is the 

largest consumption market in the world. Chinese domestic enterprises as well as 

global apparel enterprises target at the Chinese market. Enterprises 

informatization becomes a competition weapon to earn Chinese market shares. 

Supply chain management (SCM) could play an important role in the supply chain 

competition at the apparel industry. IT is like a nerve system for supply chain 

management (SCM). SCM clearly depends upon integrated information systems 

(IS) for sharing data on the various activities along the supply chain. This thesis 

focuses on analyzing the application of information technology in the supply chain 

management in the apparel industry. In total, four cases are studied with an 

emphasis on their application of IT in SCM. The Gunasekaran model is used to 

evaluate each case regarding application of IT in SCM. Through the analysis of 

information technology in supply chain management, we illustrate the 

development of informatization in the apparel industry, and derive 

recommendations for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the Chinese 

market regarding appropriation of IT in SCM. 
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enterprise informatization, apparel industry 
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1. Introduction 

This chapter provides the necessary background of Information Technology (IT) and 

informatization status. After that, highlights of the application of IT in supply chain 

management are presented. And then, it determines the research questions, aims of 

research, delimitations, and the outline of the thesis. 

1.1 Background 

With the rapid development of the global economy, the consumption level of humans 

has become very high. Large consumer markets in the world have developed and 

gradually become very competitive, especially the Chinese market, as it is the largest 

consumption market in the world and competition has become more intense among 

apparel enterprises. Not only Chinese domestic enterprises, but also global apparel 

enterprises want to grasp Chinese market share. For instance, Louis Vuitton, H&M, 

ZARA, and Hermes have already achieved great success in the Chinese market. It is 

shown in Figure 1. It is an intriguing question that why these foreign companies are 

able to beat Chinese domestic enterprises and take a place in Chinese market. One of 

the reasons is that they attach the importance to their development of informatization 

construction. 

 

Figure 1.The World’s Most Valuable Fashion Brands ((BAMBO report 2011) 

 

In contrast, apparel industry is China‟s traditional industry and the utilization of IT 

(Information Technology) applications is comparatively lower than other industries in 

China. Rogers (2000) mentioned that the process of informatization used new 

communication technologies as a way to develop a nation, which is becoming an 

information society. There are many reasons for the low informatization in the 

Chinese domestic apparel industry. 

Chuang (2008) elaborated that the status and problems in China‟s small and 

medium textile and garment enterprises. The case of Henan Province is used to 

illustrate Chinese garment industry problems of a lack of money, a too small scale of 

enterprises, too short fabrics supplies, too high production cost, as well as poor 
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organization structures that impede the development of enterprises. Also Junli (2010) 

stated that Chinese textile and garment enterprises are faced with insufficient funds, 

lack of creative human resources, low industrial market concentration, identical value 

chain positions, low-cost competition, and almost perfect competition market 

structure.  

Supply chain competition is one of the competition forms in apparel industry. 

Supply Chain Management (SCM) plays an important role in this competition. 

Gunasekaran (2004) mentioned that an effective supply chain is inseparable from IT. 

IT is like a nerve system for SCM which is integrated with information system (IS) 

for sharing information of various activities along the supply chain. Furthermore, 

informatization construction is a very broad subject, so we chose to only focus on 

analyzing the application of IT in SCM at apparel enterprises in this research. 

However, there are a lot of previous studies indicating that Chinese apparel industry 

needs to become more competitive. Here, we provide some of the evidence as 

follows; 

1. Less of informatization input ratio. According to the 2010 status quo of Chinese 

enterprises information survey report, it shows that from the percentage of IT and 

sales revenue in Chinese apparel industry, 85% enterprises achieve less than 1%, 10% 

enterprises achieve 1% ~2%, while only 5% enterprises achieve more than 2% 

(Guilin 2009). 

2. The application of informatization at the initial stage. For example, the utilization rate 

is less than 10% at the informatization software of ERP; the popularity rate of 

Apparel CAD (Computer Aided Design) System is about 38% (Guilin 2009). 

3. Enterprises purchase unsuitable apparel informatization software.  

4. Low level of information management in the garment industry. The technical 

content is relatively low compared to the other industries. State Economic and 

Trade Commission statistics the using of office automation system on the 100 key 

Chinese enterprises, it shows that apparel enterprises is less than 5%, but other 

industries have reached 65%~97% (Yifan 2007). 

1.2 Aim of Research 

The overall aim of this research is to analyze supply chain management as well as the 

application of IT, which can improve SCM in apparel enterprises. Through the study, 

we make efforts to show the necessity of attaching importance to the application of IT 

in SCM in apparel enterprises, so that it can gradually promote the development of 

enterprise informatization. 

 

1.3 Research Question  

In order to delve into our research objectives, we must examine the following sub 

questions: 

(1) What is the relationship between IT and SCM in apparel industry enterprises? 

(2) What is the economic and management effect to apparel enterprises after IT is 
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used in SCM? 

(3) Assuming this to be true, how can Chinese small and medium sized enterprises 

benefit from an increased informatization of their supply chain management? 

1.4 Delimitation 

This thesis focuses on the research study in the area of Chinese apparel industry, but 

limited in the domestic market instead of the global one. Since the market in China is 

the largest field in the world and competitions are becoming more and more intense 

among its apparel enterprises. 

Informatization uses information technology to affect economics, social, and 

politics. Thus, we focused on analyzing the application of IT in SCM among apparel 

enterprises so that we can further illustrate the development of informatization in 

apparel industry. 

In addition to the focus on analyzing the application of information technology in 

supply chain management, we pointed out the functions of information system and 

explained the detail applications of information system in each case, but excluding 

specific introduction of each case information system interfaces. Since the interfaces 

vary from company to company and can be very hard to obtain such information due 

to privacy control. 

1.5 Thesis outline 

The structure of this thesis is shown as following: 

Chapter 2 illustrates the detail of methodology used in this thesis. 

Chapter 3 presents the literature review, which illustrates the definition of apparel 

industry, IT, SCM and supply chain. Later on, some literatures that have done 

researches on IT applications in SCM are mentioned. Finally, we illustrate a 

well-known framework called Gunasekaran model, which is applied in the analysis 

process. 

Chapter 4 demonstrates a detail description of the four cases. After that, a 

comprehensive analysis regarding IT in SCM based on the Gunsekaran model is 

conducted. 

Chapter 5 conducts a comparative analysis and discussion that sheds lights on each 

case according to the Gunasekaran model results and annual financial statements. 

Chapter 6 presents our conclusion, research question responses, reflections, and 

future suggested work in relevant areas. 
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2. Methodology 

In this chapter, we will elaborate on the research method that will be applied in order 

to create, analyze and understand the study. Research design and data collection can 

be used. Subsequently we motivate the research method, explain the whole analysis 

process of this research and then conclude the reliability, validity and credibility.  

2.1 Overview of research approach 

In this thesis, the qualitative approach and exploratory approach are employed to 

address the research question. The suitable approach for our research is qualitative 

approach because the research begins with the introduction of theoretical content, 

after that we collected empirical data and analyzed the findings to arrive to a 

conclusion. Based on qualitative approach, we choose case study, literature review 

and interview to collect important and trustworthy data, we then analyzed these 

artifacts in order to our answer research question and arrive to the conclusion. 

Firstly, we used literature review to explain some important theoretical content of 

information technology and supply chain management. After that, a well-known 

framework was chosen from the previous literature for evaluating the application of 

IT in SCM. This framework is called Gunasekaran model, which is a comprehensive 

classification method and application IT in SCM. We discussed this method in more 

detail on Ch 3.3. 

After that, we selected our research case studies, which had outstanding success 

with the application of IT in SCM practice, thus we selected ZARA, H&M and 

Metersbonwe which accord with selected condition. We used literature review to 

collect each case supply chain management material, because it is a good way to find 

relevant and useful literature to support the analysis of the research topic. 

In addition, an alternative mean of collecting data is through interviews, which 

was conducted with an expert from a Chinese small and medium sized garment 

enterprise called Binqi Company. This senior expert was chosen since personal 

connection could grant deep insights of Binqi‟s various businesses. This was a good 

way to understand a real situation about the application of IT in SCM in Binqi 

Company. Finally, the analysis of three case studies and the interview was conducted. 

Subsequently, we discussed them based on Gunasekaran model in order to improve 

the research quality (detail information will be covered in Ch 4 and Ch 5).  

 

2.2 Research Design 

Research Design is a set of advanced decisions that make up the master plan 

specifying the methods and procedures for collecting and analyzing the needed 

information (Alvin and Ronald, 2003). There are many different views about research 

design from different authors, such as: 
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(1) According to David J. Luck and Ronald S. Rubin, 

"A research design is the determination and statement of the general research 

approach or strategy adopted/or the particular project. It is the heart of planning. If 

the design adheres to the research objective, it will ensure that the client's needs will 

be served." 

(2) According to Kerlinger 

"Research design in the plan, structure and strategy of investigation conceived so as 

to obtain answers to research questions and to control variance."  

(3) According to Green and Tull 

"A research design is the specification of methods and procedures for acquiring the 

information needed. It is the over-all operational pattern or framework of the project 

that stipulates what information is to be collected from which source by what 

procedures."  

The research design is a necessary part for writing the thesis. So designing a good 

architecture can make the research thesis easily understood. Research design has 

different classification methods and one of these ways is frequently used and quite 

popular. We use tree relation diagram to show it clearly. The chart is shown in Figure 

2 (Malek and Massoud, 2011). In this thesis, we choose exploratory approach for our 

thesis. The aim is to explore the application of Information technology in supply chain 

management at apparel industry. 

 
Figure 2.the classification of research design (Malek and Massoud, 2011) 

2.2.1 Qualitative Research & Quantitative Research 

There are two general research approaches, which are qualitative research and 

quantitative research. These two research approaches are used for research theory and 

method. They are differentiated since quantitative methodology uses numerical 

analysis, but qualitative methodology focuses on non-numeric and descriptive 
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researches to understand the situation (Chen and Hirschheim, 2004). Qualitative 

research is mainly exploratory research. It is used to gain a qualitative understanding 

of the underlying reasons and motivations; their sample consists of small number of 

non-representative cases. Quantitative research refers to the systematic empirical 

investigation of social phenomena via statistical, mathematical or computational 

techniques (Given and Lisa, 2008). It usually quantifies the data and generalizes the 

results from sample to the population of interest; it often uses large number of 

representative cases as sample. Another difference between qualitative and 

quantitative research is the collection and analysis of data. Qualitative data collection 

methods vary using unstructured or semi-structured techniques and the data analysis 

are non-statistical. Quantitative data collection methods are much more structured 

than qualitative data and the data analysis is statistical and measurable.  

2.2.2 Exploratory Research Design 

Exploratory research design is one type of research design. Exploratory research is the 

most commonly unstructured, informal research. It is undertaken to gain background 

information about the general nature of the research problem (Alvin and Ronald, 

2003). The central purpose is to formulate hypotheses regarding potential problems 

and opportunities present in the decision situation. The hypotheses can be tested at a 

later phase with a conclusive research design (Leinhardt, 1980). Exploratory research 

can be used in the following situations base on the different research objectives such 

as: 

a) To identify relevant courses of action 

b) When you must define the problem more precisely 

c) To develop hypotheses 

d) To gain additional insights before an approach can be developed 

e) Establish priorities for further research 

f) Isolate key variables and relationships for further examination 

For the objective of identification of problem, it can be assisted through three 

ways, which are; searching secondary sources, interviewing knowledgeable persons, 

and compiling case histories (Malek and Massoud, 2011).  

Throughout this research, we use relevant secondary sources to explain some 

professional apparel industry knowledge and illuminate the necessary for the 

information technology application in apparel industry enterprises. Secondly we will 

analyze many successful cases which illuminate the necessity of the application of 

information technology in apparel industry. After that, we interviewed an expert, who 

is working in a Chinese apparel enterprise. It is beneficial for a better understanding 

of the real situation in the apparel industry. In short, this thesis mainly uses 

exploratory and qualitative analysis. 

2.3 Data Collection 

Data collection is of great importance in research study. It is the process of gathering 

and measuring information for future analysis, further to make important decisions. In 
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qualitative researches, the significance of the phenomenon is constructed and 

understood by collecting data (Merriam, 2002). The phase of data collection has big 

influence on assessment. Thus, we need to pay much attention to this process.  

First of all, we need to clarify the different types of data. Two main types of data 

are qualitative and quantitative. Qualitative data is not given numerically and deals 

with descriptions; data can be observed but not measured, such as colors, tastes, 

appearance, etc. On the contrary, quantitative data is numerical. The data can be 

measured, such as length, height, time, and speed. 

A variety of methods are available for conducting data collection. These methods 

contain data collection through secondary research, face-to-face interviews, case 

studies, experience surveys and questionnaires. In the following subsection, we will 

use interview and case study method to collect data. We will try to avoid biases, 

which is the difference between what the data says and what it looks like in reality, 

since bias would lead to bad decisions. 

2.3.1 Secondary data collection 

We can find the secondary data in the library and the Internet, which include books, 

journals, magazines, special reports, company cases and previous studies. Secondary 

data is mainly collected in exploratory and qualitative studies (Saunders et al., 2007). 

The process of secondary data collection is mentioned below (Joop and Hennie, 

2005): 

a. Finding useful secondary data: researchers must find out data sources that 

might be useful given their own research problem. 

b. Retrieve the secondary data: researchers must be able to retrieve the relevant 

data. 

c. Evaluating the methodological quality of secondary data: researchers need to 

evaluate how well the data meet the quality requirements of current research 

and the methodological criteria of good scientific practice.  

In this thesis, we try to use some Internet database such as ACM Digital Library, 

IEEE Xplore and Scholar Google to find relevant useful secondary data, it also adhere 

to the process of secondary data collection. We choose secondary cases to analyze the 

application of information technology in supply chain management at apparel industry. 

These cases are ZARA, H&M, Metersbonwe, which have outstanding success stories 

about the application of IT in SCM practice. 

2.3.2 Interview  

Performing interviews is one of the primary as well as one of the most popular data 

collection approaches. Interview is sometimes regarded as a method for qualitative 

research. Kvale (1996) described that the qualitative research interview seeks to 

describe the meanings of central themes in the life world of the subjects. The main 

task of interviews is to generate precise interpretation of what the interviewees say. 

Moreover, McNamara (1999) mentioned that interviews are particularly useful 

methods for getting the story behind a participant‟s experiences. The interviewers can 
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pursue in-depth information about the topic. Interviews may be useful as follow-up to 

certain respondents of questionnaires, e.g., to further investigate or clarify their 

responses.  

Interviews can be divided into structured interviews and unstructured interviews. 

In this thesis, we explain the process of structured interviews. It is mainly separated 

into three stages, which are; before the interview, during the interview, and after the 

interview. These three stages give aids in illustrating how the proposed interview 

process unfolds. Different stages have their own tasks with responsibility for the 

interview implementation process. It is shown below Figure 3: 

 
Figure 3. Adapted from the U. S. Merit Systems Protection Board, Washington D. C. 

 

An interview is able to collect information from the interviewees and reflects 

different personal ideas. At the same time, an interview is a useful data gathering 

approach, and it has different implementation forms. An interview can be divided into 

standardized and non-standardized. For non-standardized ones, they can be 

categorized into one-to-one, and one-to-many. No matter which form you use in your 

research, it needs to be considered that different types have their own features and you 

should choose the best and suitable type in the research study. It is shown in Figure 4 

(Saunders et al., 2007): 
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Figure 4. Form of Interview (Saunders et al., 2007) 

In our study, the whole process of our interviews has been: a) before the process 

of interview, we selected the interviewee who had enough experience and knowledge 

about the apparel industry and understood the process of apparel enterprises. On the 

other hand, we already prepared a list of interview questions (shown in Appendix A), 

these questions were sent to the interviewee before starting the interview. b) During 

the interview, the whole session was recorded. When we heard important parts, we 

made notes and developed new questions in order to discover more details about the 

subject. c) After the interview, we analyzed answers and filtered out useful and 

important context about our thesis research. After that we wrote down and sent it to 

the interviewee to confirm that we could correct it as soon as possible. We cited the 

answers of the interviewee in this thesis in order to provide the readers with a more 

straightforward understanding. 

2.3.3 Analysis collected data  

The information is gathered from secondary data, primary quantitative data and 

qualitative data. The researchers begin the process of analyzing these data to 

determine what has been learned. Analyzing data includes examining it in ways such 

as studying the relationships, patterns, trends. Its corresponding analysis methods are 

secondary data analysis, quantitative data analysis, and qualitative data analysis. 

These collected data analysis methods have different features due to the difference of 

data types. By secondary data analysis, we mentioned the process of finding and 

interpreting existing information relevant to the research objectives (Alvin and Ronald, 

2003). 

In this thesis, we used a lot of secondary data because they have many advantages 

in terms of examining existing information and the costs are typically minimal. When 

analyzing qualitative data, our goal is to look for patterns and relationships within the 

data collection. So we used a lot of secondary data to analyze the cases of ZARA, 

H&M, and Metersbonwe. 

According to Adèr (2008), it mentioned that the process of data analysis divides into 

several phases, which are inspecting, cleaning, transforming and modeling data, later 

on, it can obtain useful information, point to result, and help to make a decision. 

In this study, firstly we need to inspect collected data such as observing amount of 

information, and then to ensure the adequacy of collected data. After that, cleaning 

collected data is an important phase in analyzing data. During cleaning phase, the data 
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needs to be inspected deeply to secure the validity of data and seek out useful 

information. However, the useless information should not be eliminated in the data 

cleaning phase, it should be saved in the appendix. No matter which type of data (both 

abstract description data and numerical data) will be transformed in the 

transformation phase, this process transforms collected data to suitable model, chart 

or diagram. For instance, we use Table 1 to summarize cases of their annual financial 

statements in 2009. Finally, through the phase of data modeling, useful information 

would be shown clearly to provide supporting arguments for the conclusion of the 

research. 

2.4 Reliability and validity  

Patton (2002) mentioned that the factors of reliability and validity should be presented 

in the qualitative researches when we analyze results, design a study, and judge the 

quality of this thesis. In our study, we implemented these two factors in our case study 

and interview part. Before we chose these three cases, we found materials to make 

sure that the selected ones are suitable applications of information technology in 

supply chain management. On the other side, for the preparation of interview 

questions, we studied related literatures that are about information technology, supply 

chain management, and apparel industry. 

On the other hand, we interviewed the expert more than once. Since after the first 

interview, we showed the generated interpretation to the expert to confirm the validity 

and to see if there was any need to revise the information. Thus, the interview 

material we used in this study is approved by the interviewee in terms of reliability as 

well as validity. 
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3. Literature Review 

In this chapter, an important theoretical content including the definition of apparel 

industry, Information Technology, Information system, Supply chain, Supply Chain 

Management are illuminated by literature study. After that, we mentioned some 

literature research on IT application in apparel industry SCM. Finally, we illustrate 

Gunasekaran model content is present here. 

3.1 Relevant theoretical content 

This section introduces some relevant theoretical content using in this research, in 

order for the reader to have an initial understanding about apparel industry. 

3.1.1 Apparel industry enterprises 

According to Chinese apparel industry investment analysis and forecast report 

2012-2016 statistics that until 2007, there are 13 491 garment enterprises in China, 

small and medium-sized enterprises have 12 371, whereas large sized enterprises 47, 

and the rest of mid-sized enterprises 1072. Chinese garment enterprise distribution 

status is shown in Figure 5 (2012-2016 statistics report 2011). Small and 

medium-sized enterprises have the main position in Chinese garment industry, then 

small and medium sized private enterprises have a majority of small and 

medium-sized enterprises. However, we elaborated that the status and problems in 

China‟s small and medium textile and garment enterprises. The case of Henan 

Province is used to illustrate Chinese garment industry problems of lack of money, too 

small scale of enterprises, too short fabrics supplies, too high production cost, as well 

as poor organization structures that impede the development of enterprises. Under 

these problems, it proposed to enhance the capacity of scientific and IT innovation so 

that it can improve the development of garment industry. It other words, how to 

integrate internal and external information by using technology in SCM is necessary 

and important.  

 

Figure 5. Chinese Clothing Enterprises size distribution 
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3.1.2 Supply Chain and Supply Chain Management 

Definition of supply chain 

There are many definitions of supply chain and we would make some clarification 

here by mentioning some materials. 

The free encyclopedia (2013) defined that a supply chain is a system of 

organizations, people, activities, information, and resources involved in moving a 

product or service from supplier to customer.  

Handfield & Nichols (2002) mentioned that a supply chain includes all the 

activities relevant to the flows of goods and the information from the raw material 

stage to the end use. Furthermore, S.H.Ma and Lin (2005) argues that supply chain is 

value-added chain which the process of processing, packing, shipping can benefiting 

the enterprises concerned. 

Figure 6 shows the structure of apparel industry chain, it includes mainly four 

sections: surface materials suppliers, processing enterprises, retail enterprises, and 

consumer. In Figure 7 (Benita 1998), a supply chain process is shown clearly from 

raw materials producers into customers. In this thesis, the highlight is to investigate 

supply chain management of garment industry in supply chain.  

 
Figure 6. Apparel Industry Chain (Grete et al., 2003) 

 

Figure 7. the supply chain process (Benita 1998) 
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Definition of supply chain management 

Different researchers and agents have various kinds of apparel SCM definition. 

Jingxian (2010) mentioned that Supply chain management includes the management 

of resources to ensure, purchase, process and logistics management activities, after 

that, plan and manage these activities; on the other hand, supply chain consists of 

suppliers, distribution companies, third-party service companies, other enterprise and 

end-off consumers, regulate and cooperate all sections so that ensure the reasonable 

operation of the entire supply chain. Countil of Supply Chain Management 

Professionals (CSCMP) sorts out several points of supply chain management and they 

are: 

(1) Raw materials of goods, accessory procurement, production, logistics and other 

business management activities. 

(2) Constitute the coordination activities of supply chain among enterprise and 

consumers. 

(3) Within the enterprises and between enterprises of supply management, demand 

management, as well as between two integration management activities. 

(4) Within enterprises and between enterprises business model. The main aim is that it 

can give full play to business functions and accelerate business processes in the 

enterprise. 

 

Apparel SCM could play an important role in connection between apparel 

production and apparel retail. Here we would briefly describe the production and 

retail management. So we could understand two important links in supply chain 

management. 

Apparel production management is related to content-rich of management 

techniques including clothing production technology, management technology, quality 

control, organization and management of the apparel manufacturing process, materials 

management, product manufacturing and cost management (Tsinghua University 

Training of Leadership 2011). 

Mok (2011) summarized the characteristic of apparel production enterprises, 

which are, (1) Apparel production enterprises are labor-intensive enterprise, which 

means that it can arrange a lot of labor force for work in the limited area workshop. 

(2) Less investment and quick results, whereas the construction investment in 

apparel factory uses fewer investments, quick effect and short time return investments, 

which are compared, to the other industries. 

(3) Lots of variety production and update speedy, apparel productions are the 

consumption goods actually and it will update quickly as it need to fulfill the different 

requirement in the social development. 

On the other hand, an understanding and effectively development of the element 

of apparel production management, enables enterprises to gain greater profit. These 

elements of which are labor, material, technology, money, market, and information 

(Jianyong 2011), shown in Figure 8: 
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Figure 8. Element of apparel production management (Jianyong 2011) 

Apparel retail is the functions and activities involved in the selling of 

commodities directly to consumers (the American Heritage 2000). In usual, retailing 

is a business activity involving in selling goods or services directly to final consumers 

for their personal or family use thereby increasing the goods and services (Levy et al., 

2000). Retailers purchase goods or products great quantities from manufacturers or 

wholesaler, later on, sells small amount to consumer in order to earn profits. In the 

apparel industry chain, apparel retailing activities play an important role in connects 

consumer and all business activities of apparel enterprise across retailing to achieve 

market value. 

3.1.3 Information, Information Technology and Informatization 

Information does not have unified definition. The free dictionary (2009) mentions 

several meaning the following: 

(1) Knowledge derived from study, experience or instruction. 

     (2) Knowledge of specific events or situation that has been gathered or received 

by communication or intelligence or news, information is synonyms of 

knowledge.  

(3) A collection of facts or data such as statistical information. 

(4) Information from computer science processed, stored, or transmitted data. 

Similarly, Informatization has no certain definition. A variety of claims about 

informatization have been propounded and mostly used within the context of national 

development in the world. The original informatization stems from of Japan. Later on, 

it was translated into English and spread to the West countries (Yangqun, 1996).    

Rogers (2000) described the process of informatization that new communication 

technologies are used as a development way as a nation, which is becoming an 

information society. It illuminated that informatization plays an important role in the 

development of the country. Kluver (2008) pointed out that the informatization of the 
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development of nation is done primarily by information technologies, such as the 

world-wide web and other communication technologies which have transformed 

economic and social relations to such an extent of cultural and economic barriers are 

minimized.  

Formal definition of informatization in China is the full use of IT development 

and utilization of information resources, to promote information communication and 

knowledge sharing, as well as to improve the quality of economic growth, to improve 

the transformation of the historical process of economic and social development (CPC 

Central Committee 2009). Wang (1994) described informatization as a variation 

process and two key features, which are: 

(a) The use of informatization and IT so that they become the dominant forces 

in commanding economic, political, social and cultural development;  

(b) Unprecedented growth in the speed, quantity, and popularity of information 

production and distribution.  

The development of Informatization including the promotion of IT, 

informatization consists of two factors which are information technology and the field 

of using. It is a necessary factor for building the information system. Figure 9 shows 

the link between two factors where the target is to realize the procedure of practice 

(Ying, 2010). At the same time, the difference between IT and IS is shown in Figure 

10 (Butler, 2011). In this thesis, we aim to investigate informatization situation in 

Chinese apparel industry. It is related to lots of field, hence we chose to analyze the 

application of information technology in supply chain management, where we can 

make general description about Chinese garment informatization and further to help 

improve it in our research. 

 

Figure 9. Framework of Information System (Sun Ying 2010) 

 
Figure 10. IT and IS (Martin Butler 2011) 
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Enterprise Informatization is the process that enterprises used modern IT, through 

the depth of information resources development and extensive use, and continuously 

improve the efficiency and level of production, management, decision making. Thus, 

it can improve economic efficiency and competitiveness of enterprises. On the other 

hand, enterprises informatization is the process, which copes with enterprises 

information system planning, implementation, operation, and management. 

Hu and Zhou (2010) elaborated the analysis of the study of implementation of 

enterprises information. They summarized that enterprise informatization has several 

meanings as follows. 

(1) Optimize enterprise internal management mode so that it can improve 

the level of enterprises management. 

(2) Improve internal business processes, which optimize company 

structure, reduce management layers, and improve enterprises 

business efficiency. 

(3) Optimize organizational structure and management processes, in 

order to enhance enterprise management. 

3.2 Two information technique in SCM 

In this section, we introduce two information technical applications in SCM, which 

are barcode technology and Radio Frequency Identification technology (RFID). 

Through analyzing them we would know approximately how apparel industry uses 

these techniques in SCM. 

3.2.1 Barcode technology  

Barcode technology is a computer graphics automatic identification technology which 

is a means of computer implement commodity information transmission in the field of 

commodity circulation. Barcode consists of a group of black and white, difference 

thickness of strip symbols. It implies the number information, letter information, 

symbol information, and flag information, etc. It also used the Universal Product 

Code formulation in the world (Peng 1999). Later on, Gao (2007) illustrated two 

types of two dimensions (2D) barcodes, which are stacked 2D barcodes and Matrix 

2D barcodes. For instance, Code 49 and PDF417 belong to stacked 2D barcodes. Data 

Matrix and QR Code belong to Matrix 2D barcodes. Such barcodes are shown in 

Figure 11 with some kinds of examples encodes used in normal (Barcode Label 

Market 2011). 

Moreover, there are different kinds of automatic identification technologies. 

Barcode technology is regarded as graphics identification technology compared to 

other technology; it has its own features (barcode accessories explanation): 

(1) Simple: Barcode symbols design easy and scan operation is simple 

(2) Speed of information collection: Computer keyboard input speed is 

fastest at 200 characters per minute, but Barcode scan input speed is 

more 20 times than computer keyboard. 
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(3) Collection of information capacity: Using barcode scanner, one time 

can collect more than a dozen character information and that across 

select different code system increased character density. 

(4) High reliability of information: error rate of keyboard input data is 

1/300, but the error rate of barcode scan input data is only 

1/1000000 

(5) Low input costs: simple equipment, barcode symbol recognition 

device structure is simple and easy to operate. 

 

 

Figure 11. International barcode standards 

 

Barcode based on different enterprises products have different encoding 

information. Successful applications of barcode technology can not only facilitated 

sales management, but also improve work efficiency and the level of supply chain 

management in apparel industry.  

3.2.2 RFID (Radio Frequency Identification technology) 

RFID stands for Radio Frequency Identification technology. RFID is the use of 

wireless data transmission, it consist of a series of tags and antennas to transmits and 

communicate information using high frequency radio fields (Sriram, 1996). 
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RFID technology is not only possessing barcode technology characteristics, but 

also have anti-counterfeiting, anti-theft, quantities of read and write and other 

functions. RFID technology is a new technology and has many features. It is highly 

suitable application in the apparel industry. 

Bo et al. (2008) proposed that using the information technology of RFID in 

apparel supply chain management is useful. It illustrated high value of the garment 

industry application base on RFID. Through proposing system design and technology 

program at purchasing, production and distribution based on RFID technology is able 

to optimize apparel supply chain management. 

3.3 A framework about application of IT in SCM: 

Gunasekaran model 

In this part, we would penetrate into describing a framework, which is about the 

application of IT in SCM by Gunasekaran and Ngai. They summarized critical 

reviews of literature and made a suitable criterion on development of IT for effective 

SCM. Next chapter we would analyze four apparel enterprises based on Gunasekaran 

model. 

First of all, this framework includes six major components to illustrate IT-enabled 

SCM (a) strategic planning for IT in SCM; (b) virtual enterprise and SCM; (c) 

e-commerce and SCM; (d) infrastructure for IT in SCM; (e) knowledge and IT 

management in SCM; (f) implementation of IT in SCM. The short content of each 

component contain by Gunasekaran model, it shown in Figure 12 (Gunasekaran and 

Ngai, 2003). 

Each component has its own intention for IT in SCM and is capable of influencing 

the development of enterprises. We selected some contents and summarized them 

from Gunasekaran and Ngai‟s research (Gunasekaran and Ngai, 2003). In this way, 

readers can clearly understand each component: 

(a) Strategic planning for IT in SCM: the strategic planning is a critical task 

especially for IT-enabled SCM. It has the objective of long term decision which can 

be implemented suitably for IT in an effective SCM system in order to achieve an 

effective and well-connected supply chain.  

(b) Virtual enterprise and SCM: it is based on outsourcing concept to build the 

core competencies in enterprises, which can take advantage with flexible and 

responsive to change market requirements. It is one of the most important strategic 

applications of IT to develop VE/VO (virtual enterprise/ virtual organization). VE/VO 

becomes an important strategy for achieving agility in supply chain. 

(c) E-commerce and SCM: integrate and develop enterprises based on 

technologies that connect e-commerce and SCM system. It can support various 

activities in enterprises along the agile supply chain, such as influencing partnerships 

communication of develop collaborative work. 

(d) Infrastructure for IT in SCM: the infrastructure contains the hardware, 

software, and the requirement for IT systems in a supply chain environment in 
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enterprises business process. Companies should recognize their own weakness and 

strengths so that they can apply successful application of suitable IT in SCM. 

(e) Knowledge and IT management in SCM: knowledge and IT management 

require a systematic approach or framework for educating and training workers in 

enterprises. Management of knowledge and IT require planning, developing, and 

implementation of enterprises business activities.  

(f) Implementation of IT in SCM: implementation of IT in SCM requires a 

strong team that is responsible for the planning and the implementation of IT projects. 

It needs top management, financial, and technical support. 

 

  
Figure 12. A framework for the development of IT for effective SCM (Gunasekaran and Ngai 2003) 

 

In our thesis, Gunasekaran model is a comprehensive classification method and 

application of IT in SCM. It is an appropriate evaluation framework to analyze each 

case regarding applications of IT in SCM in the apparel industry.  
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4. Cases description based on the Gunasekaran model 

In this chapter, we categorized the description of four companies. After that 

comprehensive analysis regarding IT in SCM based on the Gunasekaran model is 

conducted. This part of contents from secondary material, interview report and 

relevant thesis are summarized and presented here. In section 4.1, we discuss each 

case using the model; in section 4.2, we summarize the discussions in a table showing 

how the case companies cross-sectional analysis. 

4.1 Cases relevant description and analysis 

We introduce four cases including ZARA, H&M, Metersbonwe and Binqi and focus 

on explaining their company background and particularly description of IT in SCM. 

4.1.1 Company 1: ZARA 

Company Background 

ZARA is a Spanish clothing and accessories retailer and founded in 1975 by Amancio 

Ortega and Rosalía Mera. Inditex is parent company of ZARA, which is the largest 

global clothing retailer in the world. The whole group has more than 32,000 

employees and more than 200 designers (Susanne et al., 2007). Until 2012, there are a 

total of 1 671 ZARA stores in the worldwide. ZARA has its own sensitive supply 

chain system and it has important relationship to make ZARA successful. Until 2003, 

ZARA‟s sales grew more than 12-fold, from 257 million to 3.2 billion euros, and net 

profits ballooned 14-fold from 31 million to 447 million euros (Andrea et al., 2008). 

Approximately 50% of the products ZARA sell are produced in-house, 26% in other 

European countries and 24% in Asian countries (Susanne et al., 2007).  

 

Description of IT in SCM  

One of the biggest reasons of why ZARA can get the big success business model in 

apparel industry is the application of their supply chain management information 

system. IT achievements of the speed of supply chain management of ZARA. 

Information and communication technologies become ZARA core business model. 

ZARA's success is inseparable to the precise IT systems to support their supply chain.  

In addition, ZARA is different from the other apparel company, in ways that 

ZARA cannot put any advertisement to increase the product purchase rate. It used to 

decrease leading times to earn profit (leading times is the time from the design 

process to the clothes available for sale in the stores). It means that ZARA pay much 

attention at supply chain management and using information technology to shorten 

leading time.  

Furthermore, ZARA could only use 15 days to finish the process, which is from 

design to retail. It illustrates that ZARA finish its supply chain only need 15 days. 

ZARA have their own feedback system so that it makes SCM information system 

become much comprehensive and quickly. ZARA research and develop with a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosal%C3%ADa_Mera
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majority of information system in their own IT department such as logistics system. 

ZARA stores‟ managers can use POS (Point Of Sells) system to transmit all the sales 

and inventory information to headquarter. Headquarter information system can 

analyze the products sales situation, after that, it gives the reference to manager and 

then they know how to improve and design the new clothing (Jingxian 2010).  

4.1.2 Company 2: H&M 

Company Background 

H&M is an abbreviation of Hennes & Mauritz AB, which is founded by Eriling 

Persson and it opened its first store in Västerås, Sweden in 1947. H&M is a Swedish 

retailing apparel company and known for its fast fashion clothing in the world. H&M 

exists in more than 40 countries and has employed around 94 000 people until 2011 

(HM.COM). In 2010, H&M revenue was 126.97 billion SEK and profit of 18.68 

billion SEK (Annual Result, 2011). H&M is the second largest global apparel retailer 

(NO.1 Inditex). It has its own message and philosophy which is “Fashion and quality 

at the best price” so that guide H&M to success step by step (Susanne et al., 2007). 

Today China becomes the biggest exporting production country to H&M which is 60% 

of purchases comes from China and 40% from Europe (Susanne et al., 2007). 

Previously Figure 1 showed the brand value table. H&M brand is worth estimated at 

$12-16 billion. 

 

Description of IT in SCM  

H&M can make a great success in the SCM and rapid QR (quick response) market 

attributed to their ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) system. It 

designs an information feedback mechanism, which is a closed-loop process from 

popular forecast, design, production, products feedback and sales. It can make 

different parts of process information become wholly transparent. For example, all the 

H&M stores uses ICT system platform to know sales information and then allocate 

products to each H&M stores, whereas purchasing and logistics department know the 

sales and stock data for each goods, later on, it can be replenished product in time 

(Jingxian, 2000).  

H&M used ICT system to develop SCM such as for the design department to 

know which style of product is popular according to the sales record; Logistics 

Department gather data about stock information and then supply on sales product; 

Purchasing Department can be planned to produce much hot sales production in time 

according to sales record. ICT information system connects each of H&M department 

and then make each department comminute information many highly efficient and 

smoothly. All the information can be transmitted by each branch store. These stores 

use Point-of-sale information system to collect sales record after that return to H&M 

headquarters so that share information to each department (Ming and Lin, 2008). To 

summarize, H&M make their production management, supply and retail integrate 

much closer because of using ICT information system. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V%C3%A4ster%C3%A5s
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In addition, H&M also used optimal design logistics supply chain management 

system because H&M choose manufacturing outsourcing and logistics outsourcing. 

H&M used information system to manage product production and logistics situation. 

4.1.3 Company 3: Metersbonwe 

Company Background 

Metersbonwe Co.,Ltd. was built in Wenzhou, Zhejiang, China in 1995. It mainly 

research and design, produce and sell Metersbonwe brand casual clothing. At the 

beginning, Metersbonwe was just a private enterprise but later it become the pioneer 

using special business model in Chinese apparel industry which is production 

outsourcing, franchising and direct management combined. Metersbonwe became 

China‟s leading casualwear apparel company which successfully became a listed 

company in 2008, and in 2009 its annual sales revenue surpassed 5.2 billion RMB 

(Shiwei and Hengjing, 2011). Until now Metersbonwe is the biggest selling apparel 

brand in China. Metersbonwe have 1927 franchise stores and 284 self-stores until 

now (Dandan et al., 2011). 

 

Description of IT in SCM  

Metersbonwe is success apparel company case, which is developing from private 

company to leading company. It developed rapidly because of its innovation in virtual 

enterprise in SCM and then built their business model, which is combined with, 

outsourcing production and franchise partnership (Shiwei and Hengjing, 2011). 

Metersbonwe integrated external resources and decreased the cost to build outsource 

production model. Metersbonwe with this model established supplier memorandum in 

Metersbonwe information system in order to timely grasp company production 

information (Dandan et al., 2011). In 2001, Metersbonwe designed and developed its 

own efficiency information system web-based architecture called MBSRP 

(Metersbonwe supply chain resource integration system). This system consists of the 

sets of independent and interrelated subsystems, which are manufacturer resource 

management system, enterprise resource planning system, agent resource planning 

system (Shiwei and Hengjing, 2011). In particular, Metersbonwe bases on its own 

business model to construct logistics and warehousing pattern, which is self 

-distribution center combined with third-party logistics. To get success using this 

model, Metersbonwe built a logistics network covering whole China (Shiwei and 

Hengjing 2011). 

4.1.4 Company 4: Binqi Company 

We categorized the result from the interview. This senior expert is familiar with the 

company‟s various businesses so that the following part is regarding the analysis of 

Binqi company information based on interview. 

Company Background  

Binqi Company belongs to small and medium size private company mainly supplying 

children clothing and employs 20 people in Guangdong, China. Binqi design and 
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develop their own products after that manufacture outsource the production or 

produce by its own. Binqi sells their product not only in China but also exported to 

the United States and Africa. Binqi stays in the developing stage and had an annual 

turnover 1.5 of million RMB each year. 

 

Description of IT in SCM  

Binqi Company attaches importance to product design so that it currently has three 

full time design employees. Binqi was able to manufacture outsourced production, 

which let Binqi achieve cheaper costs at the production process. Subsequently, Binqi 

has great short product life cycles and product replenishment through warehouse 

management. Binqi Company supply chain management belongs to the traditional 

style. Each link of supply chain would be done manually and few use information 

technology. 

 

4.2 Cases summarized base on Gunasekaran model 

 

 ZARA H&M Metersbonwe Interview 
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pattern; 

E-Commerce B2B ecommerce ; 

R&D own 

information system; 

own PDA; POS 

system; 

Undyed  and  

unprinted fabric 

Outsourcing sewing 

50% completed 

products     from 

400 outside 

suppliers; land, sea 

and air transport; 

B2B 

ecommerce ; 

ICT system; 

information 

feedback 

mechanism; 

OFS(Offer 

Follow up 

System);  

Manufacturing 
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business and 

proficient in IT 
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5. Discussion 

In this chapter, we already categorized four cases based on the Gunasekaran model in 

previous chapter and then we conducted comparative analysis regarding each case 

according to this model’s content in this chapter. After finishing the analysis of each 

case, we expect to get some recommendations to illustrate how to implement IT in 

SCM. 

 

Low leading time 

Two of the companies are clearly different from each other when it comes to their 

leading times (H&M and Zara). By using Gunasekaran model we can see that ZARA 

and H&M are both overseas companies and fast fashion. They attach importance to 

the application of IT in SCM and then they get excellent implementation IT in SCM. 

However, ZARA and H&M have very different ways in the implementation process. 

For instance, in terms of strategic planning for IT in SCM, ZARA uses speed 

quick-response supply chain but H&M uses dual supply chain to balance efficiency 

and cost, speed and profitability, respectively. But they still have comparatively low 

leading time. ZARA only needs 15 days and H&M needs 20 days, and the following 

result is that H&M clothing prices are 30~50% cheaper than ZARA‟s (Aiming and 

Linwei, 2008). When it comes to infrastructure for IT in SCM, ZARA is researching 

and developing its own IT system by their IT department to support their SCM, while 

H&M is using very powerful Information and Communication Technologies system 

(ICT system). H&M chooses manufacturing outsourcing and logistics outsourcing to 

reduce costs with a sensitive supply chain system. ZARA uses undyed and unprinted 

fabric. Outsourcing sewing completed 50% of total products by 400 outside suppliers 

to save time and increase profit. 

H&M and ZARA are able to obtain quick market response and cost control because 

they are applying suitable IT systems in each link of supply chain management, which 

makes each link connect much closer with much faster response time. 

 

High leading time 

Both Metersbonwe and Binqi are Chinese domestic apparel company and they 

belong to private companies. Through the model, we can see Meterbonwe pays much 

attention to use IT in SCM when Binqi uses a more traditional SCM model. 

Metersbonwe combines ZARA‟s successful application of IT in SCM with Chinese 

domestic market advantages, in order to find innovative ways to succeed, by building 

virtual enterprise in SCM with IT. In particular, Metersbonwe built its own MSBRP 

information system to support their SCM, using business model, which is a 

combination of production outsourcing, self-store, joint distributors, and franchising 

strategy operation of chain stores. To build this supply chain model, it is necessary to 

use supply chain information system to integrate the relationship between upstream 

and downstream. Binqi does not have useful SCM system and only uses basic 

information system software inside the company; it uses telephone, fax, and 

face-to-face meeting to connect each link of supply chain. Thus, information cannot 
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be timely delivered in the form of feedback. In terms of leading time, Binqi needs 

more than 90 days. 

Companies with high informatization 

From the comparison between ZARA, H&M, and Metersbonwe, we can see that 

they consider more about the application of IT in SCM because they recognize the 

importance of SCM in enterprise as well as the contribution of IT in their supply 

chain to higher efficiency and more profit for their business. But they have different 

practices regarding the application of IT in SCM. For example, about strategic 

planning for IT in SCM, they are implementing it in different ways. ZARA and H&M 

only have self-store for operating mode but Metersbonwe uses production outsource 

and self-store and joining distributors so that it causes problems in information 

communication among them, such as slower speed to get information from sale 

channel (Shanshan, 2013). One of the following results is that ZARA needs 15 days 

for the leading time; the one for H&M is 20 days, when Metersbonwe requires more 

than 90 days. In short, ZARA, H&M, and Metersbonwe understand that the supply 

chain is a value-added chain (S.H.Ma 2005). Through the data in table 2, it proves 

that the application of IT in SCM could earn extra profit because of success in their 

value-added chain.  

Furthermore, according to the data of information system fee, we can see ZARA, 

H&M, as well as Metersbonwe spend lots of money to construct their information 

system. 

Four cases comparison based on annual financial statement 

On the other hand, data is a very important tool to help illustrate enterprises 

development situation. Here, we show some data that reflect each case of SCM 

development status. Data were assembled from companies‟ annual financial 

statements. In table 2 we can see, H&M clothing prices are 30%~50% lower than 

ZARA‟s due to different leading time (Aiming and Linwei, 2008). H&M is cheaper 

and thus earns more profit, though ZARA is the fastest. Metersbonwe has longest 

leading time and needs to find good way to shorten it. Through net profit margin, we 

have enough evidence to show the influence of supply chain management on ZARA, 

H&M, as well as Metersbonwe. It also demonstrates the gap between Metersbonwe 

and Binqi.  

Table 2. Data index comparison (data from annual financial statements in 2009) 

Parameters of the project ZARA H&M Metersbonwe Binqi 

Leading time (days) 10-15 21-25 90-120 21-90 

Inventory turns (times) 12 -- 3.70 0.8 

Information system fee/ total sales 

(%) 

0.5 2.0 0.79 0.001 

Net profit margin (2009) (%) 12 16 10.11 1.1 

Discounted goods (%) 8 13 35 40 

Turnover (2009) 7.07 

billion 

euro 

13.7 

billion 

euro 

0.6  

billion  

euro 

0.2 

million 

euro 
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Measuring supply chain management 

This table summarizes the measuring of IT in SCM for four cases. It analyzes the 

implementation of IT in SCM in each case. After that, a classification of their 

performance is generated.  

 

Table 3. Comparison each cases performance  

 Low (short ) High (long) 

Informatization Binqi H&M, ZARA, Metersbonwe 

Leading time H&M, ZARA Metersbonwe, Binqi 

Inventory H&M, ZARA, Binqi Metersbonwe 

Sharing information situation Metersbonwe, Binqi ZARA, H&M 

Sales information feedback 

capability 

Metersbonwe, 

Binqi 

ZARA, H&M 

Integrate information 

capability 

Metersbonwe, Binqi ZARA, H&M 

E-business and SCM H&M, Metersbonwe ZARA, Binqi 

Transaction cost Metersbonwe, 

H&M 

ZARA, Binqi 

Product life cycle ZARA, H&M Metersbonwe, Binqi 

Marketplace response speed Binqi, Metersbonwe ZARA, H&M, Metersbonwe 

 

As a result, Metersbonwe presents low capability of sharing information, 

insufficient sales information feedback, and unsatisfactory information integration 

between upstream and downstream connection during its supply chain management. It 

has to manage warehouse problems in order to reduce high inventory costs and 

shorten the leading time. On the other hand, Binqi should find efficient ways for 

better company development, which strengthens the application of IT in SCM. At the 

same time, ZARA and H&M get time-based success with their innovation, quick 

responses from their supply chain, and the application of powerful supply chain 

management system.  
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6. Conclusion and Further Work 

This chapter summaries our study and presents replies to our thesis research question. 

We also reflect on our work and discuss about further work in the future in this area. 

 

This paper has focused on elaborating the application of information technology in 

Supply Chain Management. It shows the impact of information technology in SCM. 

Through the comparison of four cases, it illustrated the gap between Chinese small 

and medium sized enterprises. We conclude that if they intend to improve their 

enterprises and develop their business, they should attach importance to the 

application of information technology in SCM.  

We have applied the Gunasekaran model in this study in order to analyze IT 

support for SCM in all four cases, further to explore the reason why ZARA, H&M, 

and Metersbonwe get such great successes. One of the reasons is felicitous application 

of IT in SCM. All of them do well in the enterprises informatization. On the contrary, 

by analyzing the case of Binqi, we found that they need to improve their IT 

infrastructure since the current implementation is not sufficient enough. They are in 

the initial stage of development and they need to upgrade themselves as soon as 

possible so that they would not be eliminated by competition.  

Having finished our study, we can answer our research questions raised at the 

beginning of this paper. 

Question 1, In the development of the apparel industry enterprises, SCM is of 

great significance. Since an effective supply chain is inseparable from IT, when IT is 

like a nerve system for supply chain management as mentioned before. IT is capable 

of supporting each supply chain link to make sure that they can connect to each other 

in a much closer way, optimize the whole process of SCM, reduce cost, and improve 

workflow efficiency. In apparel industry, information technology systems optimize 

garment enterprises in supply chain management from upstream to downstream 

connection.  

Question 2, Supply chain is an entirety, which is composed by processes such as 

production, procurement, logistics, and terminal sales. Supply chain management is 

managing those interrelated processes, and application of information technology to 

optimize and integrate supply chains. For instance, the economic and management 

effect including: timely get feedback regarding terminal sales information in order to 

respond quickly to market demand; shorten leading time in a whole supply chain; 

optimize inventory control, and reduced warehouse management cost; share and 

communicate information between each links of the supply chain in time. For apparel 

enterprises, suitable IT in SCM can promote the development of the company such as 

reducing cost, expanding profit, and in turn, make the company stronger. 

Question 3, Apparel enterprises need to build a clear position in the supply chain 

and establish core competitiveness. In this way, those interrelated process in supply 

chain become much closer. Apparel enterprises should utilize suitable information 

technology to optimize supply chain management. For instance, we can use barcode 

technology and RFID in the links of logistics. Later on, it can integrate each links of 
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supply chain, and try to shorten leading time. Garment enterprises should increase the 

capital investment of information technology in supply chain management.  

In short, Chinese apparel enterprises are encountered with the rapidly growing and 

changing domestic market, they should build a clear position in supply chain and 

focus on core business. Later on, they should apply information technology to supply 

chain management. Such information technology is able to 1) strengthen connection 

between upstream and downstream by sharing information and get feedback in time, 

such as production, logistics, and sales information; 2) effectively solve various 

production unfashionable problems, including outdated products, high inventory and 

slow logistics, etc.; 3) optimize supply chain, shorten leading time, response market 

demand more quickly; 4) obtain a win-win solution in apparel enterprises through 

clear division of labor and closer connection.  

In conclusion, Chinese garment enterprises should focus in the importance of 

application of information technology in order to optimize their supply chain 

management, and integrate each links of supply chain. After the optimization of IT in 

SCM, these enterprises can promote their development of enterprises informatization 

in a more effective way. 

6.1 Further work 

In this section, we explain some limitation in this thesis and some further work that 

can be suggested. 

Firstly, at research study we only interviewed one expert and the enterprise we 

found belong to small and medium size enterprises. So the enterprises business 

process and informatization level could be limited.  

Secondly, for the information technology research in this paper, we only make 

shallow analysis about their functions and effects.  

Finally, we mentioned some information system in the thesis but could not 

conduct further detailed analysis of Chinese apparel industry, such as cases of ERP, 

CRM. Also, we could not make specific description of each case about information 

system interface. 

Our recommendations for further work are listed as follows:  

 Interview not only experts and researches from small and medium-sized 

enterprises apparel enterprises, but also those who come from large enterprises. In this 

way, better analysis of their information technology, supply chain management, 

business process, and informatization degree can be obtained.  

 Deeper understanding of information system interfaces of some companies that 

develop their own information systems is recommended, such as ZARA and some 

Chinese domestic companies. 

 Since CRM and ERP play a significant role in apparel industry. For example, 

CRM research is able to push the construction of SCM forward. So comprehensive 

analytical CRM and ERP are contributive to illustrate apparel informatization 

construction.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Interview 

1. What is your name? And the name of Company? 

My name is Ruijin Tan, you can call me kam, and the name of company is Binqi 

Company. I already work 5 year in this company 

2. Could you introduce about Binqi Company? 

Binqi Company is a Chinese private company. The business of this company is 

mainly supplying children clothing. It only employs 20 people including three 

designers. Binqi stays in the developing stage and had an annual turnover 1.5 

million RMB each year. Binqi Company has production department, design 

department, purchasing department, sales department. 

3. Could you explain Binqi Company workflow and introduction? 

Our company workflow: 

Communication of client -- choose material and determine the color of the fabric-- 

design effect diagram base on client request -- Determine or modify scheme with 

client--determine final scheme -- painted cardboard -- tailored clothing pieces-- 

completed clothing -- determine boilerplate -- production -- packing – delivery 

4. Could you tell me Binqi company annual financial statement in 2009? 

Binqi Company needs 21-90days leading time, inventory turns is 0.8 times, the 

information system fee is low, just only 0.001 and net profit margin is 1.1%. 

5. Could you use relevant computer software to design effect? 

We used Photoshop, CorelDraw and AI to design. I show example of design 

clothing using CoreDraw below: 

 

6. Introduce supply chain management in Binqi Company? 

Binqi Company attaches importance to product design and then it currently has 

three full time design employees. Binqi was able to manufacture outsourced 

production so that it let Binqi to achieve a cheaper cost at the production process. 
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Subsequently, Binqi has great short product life cycles and product replenishment 

through warehouse management. Binqi Company supply chain management 

belongs to traditional style. Each link of supply chain would be done manually 

and few use information technology. 

7. Do you know some Chinese famous apparel enterprises, example it. 

Pig Banner, The Frog Prince, Happy Fish, Bosideng, Kaiser, Fuanna, Li-ning, 

Wsmchina, Youngor and Metersbonwe,etc. 

8. Where could be used information system at apparel industry? 

Most of enterprises only used information system to warehouse management, 

cashier and accounting at the present stage. 

9. Does Chinese apparel enterprise understand the value about the application of 

SCM system and retail information system? 

They could not pay much attention to informatization construction such as they 

clearly knew the value of retail information system and supply chain management 

information system but cannot use it in enterprises. 

10. How many information system software do you know using in apparel 

enterprises? 

There are lots of different kinds of information system software allow using at 

apparel industry such as UFIDA and GRASP, etc. 

11. Which kind of information system software used in Binqi Company? 

 Binqi Company is used to Excel, Photoshop, CorelDraw,AI and CAD/CAE. 

12. Specifically addressed to the Binqi Company production management process 

Before production, they would calculate how much material they need to use and 

then they bought material. The production process is followed by production 

supervisor who is in charge of the production schedule, production quality 

manufacturing technology guidance and defective return situation, etc. 

13. Specifically addressed to the Binqi Company sales management process 

After finish production process they need to wait wholesaler order when they can 

be only deal with warehouse management such as warehouse staff remembers the 

quantity of goods and delivery time, etc. 

14. Do you think that what problem have no big developing , what hindered the 

development of domestic garment enterprises 

Firstly, garment industry is labor intensive industry that means it needs lots of 

worker in the production part. However, labor shortage became a difficult problem 

at apparel enterprises. Secondly, Worker salary became higher that means 

enterprises cost higher but profit lower. Enterprise must have a substantial amount 

of money to develop business but most of enterprises cannot have enough money 

to support their business. Thirdly, government should propose relevant policies to 

support enterprise development. The management of enterprises is too traditional 

and cannot use information system to upgrade enterprise management pattern. 

Finally, I think the most problem is consumer market shortage. 

15. What is wrong with apparel enterprises in the traditional management  

Management is not so professional, every aspect of the production process and 

management are not serious so that lead to production process happen mistake, 
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confuse and defective, etc. Finally clients complain with company 

16. Do you think your company establishes a company website is useful of business? 

If you can build a website, what do you hope in it 

I think build a website can help company. The site is an outreach and information 

platform, let people understand company. I hope the website have these content 

which are company profiles, company development history, product introduction, 

recently company dynamic, after sales service and merchants to join, etc. 

 

Appendix B: List of acronyms 

GDP: Gross Domestic Product 

IT: Information Technology 

IS: Information system 

SC: Supply chain 

SCM: Supply Chain Management 

Apparel CAD: Computer Aided Design 

POS: Point Of Sells 

CRM: Customer Relationship Management 

ERP: Enterprise Resource Planning 

CAD/CAM system: Computer Aided Design system/ Computer Aided Manage 

System 

MBSRP: Metersbonwe supply chain resource integration system 

ICT system: Information Communication Technology system 

OFS: Offer Follow up System 


